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A general self-learning metabasin escape (SLME) algorithm3 is coupled in this work with con-
tinuous shear deformations to probe the yield stress as a function of strain rate and temperature
for a binary Lennard-Jones (LJ) amorphous solid. The approach is shown to match the results of
classical molecular dynamics (MD) at high strain rates where the MD results are valid, but, im-
portantly, is able to access experimental strain rates that are about ten orders of magnitude slower
than MD. In doing so, we find in agreement with previous experimental studies that a substantial
decrease in yield stress is observed with decreasing strain rate. At room temperature and laboratory
strain rates, the activation volume associated with yield is found to contain about 10 LJ particles,
while the yield stress is as sensitive to a 1.5%Tg increase in temperature as it is to a one order of
magnitude decrease in strain rate. Moreover, our SLME results suggest the SLME and extrapolated
results from MD simulations follow distinctly different energetic pathways during the applied shear
deformation at low temperatures and experimental strain rates, which implies that extrapolation of
the governing deformation mechanisms from MD strain rates to experimental may not be valid.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The plasticity of amorphous solids such as metallic
glasses has been extensively studied in recent years31.
A key parameter that must be accurately predicted in
this regard is the yield stress, because amorphous solids
typically fail catastrophically immediately following yield
via shearbanding5 due to their lack of strain hardening.
However, a definitive link between the effects of tempera-
ture and experimentally-relevant strain rates on the yield
stress has not been established to-date.
There has recently been significant effort in study-
ing the inelastic deformation of amorphous solids using
atomistic simulation techniques such as classical molec-
ular dynamics (MD)2,6,9,24,32,33,39. However, MD sim-
ulations suffer from well-known issues related to strain
rates that are about 10 orders of magnitude larger than
experimentally accessible ones. Other researchers have
attempted to avoid the time scale and strain rate issues
that are inherent to MD by utilizing athermal, quasistatic
shear (AQS) of amorphous solids to study the mecha-
nisms leading to strain localization7,13,20,34,35. Because
there is no thermal energy in the system as would be the
case in real experiments, the energetic barriers that are
crossed on the potential energy surface (PES) are artifi-
cially low, and thus the system does not explore all possi-
ble configurations (i.e. deformation mechanisms) that it
would experimentally. A more recent approach to avoid-
ing the limitations of MD to study the yielding and plas-
ticity of amorphous solids is so-called PES exploration
techniques8,21,26,27. These methods have had some suc-
cess in calculating the activation energy and volumes of
∗Corresponding author: linx@bu.edu
†Corresponding author: parkhs@bu.edu
shear transformation zones (STZs)8,21. However, none of
these studies has been able to explore a sufficiently large
portion of the PES to make definitive statements about
the strain rate and temperature-dependence of the yield
stress for amorphous solids, particularly at laboratory
strain rates.
The above discussion makes clear that there is a press-
ing need for advanced atomistic simulation techniques
that are able to access experimental strain rates, and
thus give new insights into the mechanical behavior and
properties of amorphous solids at these slower strain
rates. Therefore, there are two key objectives of this
work. The first is to introduce a new approach to study-
ing the mechanics of amorphous solids at strain rates
ranging from experimental to those seen in MD simula-
tions. We accomplish this by presenting a new computa-
tional technique that couples the recently developed self-
learning metabasin escape (SLME) algorithm for PES
exploration3,4 with shear deformation and the standard
Monte Carlo approach. As a first step, we verify the
ability of the SLME approach to reproduce benchmark
classical MD simulation results at high strain rates. The
second objective of this work is to determine the effects of
strain rate and temperature on the yield stress of amor-
phous solids, with an emphasis on studying these quan-
tities using the SLME method at experimentally rele-
vant strain rates that MD cannot access. The findings
have implications for the validity of interpreting recently
developed universal scaling laws for amorphous solids12
within the context of extrapolating the results of high
strain rate MD simulations to experimental strain rates,
as has recently been proposed6, and also for the univer-
sality of the yield mechanism12 for amorphous solids for
all strain rates and temperatures. We also establish the
strain rate equivalent of temperature on the yield stress
at experimentally-accessible strain rates.
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2II. SIMULATION DETAILS
A. Binary Lennard-Jones Model
A binary Lennard-Jones (bLJ) potential14 is used in
our simulations with periodic boundary conditions in all
three directions. This bLJ potential is widely utilized for
atomistic studies of amorphous solids because its ground
state is not crystalline. The system contained N = 1000
particles of the same unit mass, with an A:B particle ra-
tio of 4:1. Standard parameters are used: AA = 1.0,
AB = 1.5, BB = 0.5, σAA = 1.0, σAB = 0.8, and
σBB = 0.88, while the cutoff distances are set to 2.5σAA.
Supercooled liquids were prepared by equilibrating the
system at temperature T = 2.0 followed by slow quench-
ing to T = 1.0 using the NVT ensemble at a constant
particle density of 1.2. These supercooled liquids were
then further quenched at constant NPT to obtain stress-
free glassy structures at different target temperatures,
T = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 near and below the
glass transition temperature Tg = 0.37
16, where all cool-
ing was done at a constant rate of 4× 10−630. All units
in this section, as well as the rest of the manuscript, are
given in reduced (dimensionless) LJ form.
B. Self-Learning Metabasin Escape Algorithm
We now overview the computational technique, the
self-learning metabasin escape (SLME) algorithm that
we use to explore the PES for each state of strain for
a given strain rate. As illustrated in Fig. 1, Kushima
et al. 16 recently developed the autonomous basin climb-
ing (ABC) algorithm to explore the PES for a given
atomistic system. The ABC method works in a very
intuitive manner. Starting from any local energy mini-
mum, penalty functions φi(r) are successively applied in
order to climb out of the current local minima well and
explore other, neighboring energy wells. Mathematically,
this is written as
Ψ(r) = E(r) +
p∑
i=1
φi(r), (1)
where Ψ(r) is the augmented potential energy due to
the addition of the penalty functions, E(r) is the orig-
inal potential energy function, i.e. the bLJ potential in
the present case, and p is the total number of penalty
functions. Although in principle any type of localized
functions (i.e. Gaussians16–18) can be used in Eq. (1),
we chose quartic penalty functions in this work due to
their desirable property of naturally vanishing energy and
forces at the penalized subspace boundaries3.
As can be inferred from Eq. 1, many small penalty
functions are needed in order to push the system out
of a given energy basin. However, all of these penalty
functions must be kept such that the system does not
FIG. 1: Schematic of the autonomous basin climbing (ABC)
potential energy surface exploration technique. (a) Depiction
of how the addition of a penalty function φ1 to the PES de-
fined by E(r) results in the penalty function modified PES
defined by Ψ(r). (b) and (c) depict schematically how the
addition of more penalty functions result in the system be-
ing pushed out via Ψ(r) of various local minima into other,
neighboring energy basins. Emin and Esad correspond to en-
ergy minima and saddle points, respectively. We emphasize
that while the PES depicted in this figure is one-dimensional,
the SLME algorithm utilized in this work explores the 3N -
dimensional PES, where N is the number of atoms in the
simulation.
fall back into an energy basin that has already been ex-
plored. Clearly, the requirement to store all previous
penalty functions becomes expensive as more and more
energy basins are explored. Because of this, the com-
putational expense associated with the ABC method in-
creases substantially, and becomes the bottleneck of the
ABC method, as the PES exploration continues.
This issue was alleviated substantially in the recent
work of Cao et al. 3 , where a novel, self-learning com-
bination scheme was implemented. Specifically, self-
generated and self-reconstructed penalty functions were
imposed to assist the system in escaping from a given
local energy basin. After each independent penalty func-
tion is added, a search for the local energy minimum
is performed on the augmented (i.e. Ψ(r) in Eq. (1),
or as illustrated in Figure (1)) energy surface, which is
the sum of the original potential energy E(r) and all
the previously imposed penalty potentials φp(r). The es-
sential idea is that instead of storing all of the (many)
penalty functions that have been used to boost the sys-
tem out of the different energy wells it has explored, the
penalty functions are combined in various ways such that,
upon exiting a given energy well, only a few penalty func-
tions remain. This approach, called the SLME approach,
and the resulting decrease in penalty function storage re-
quirements, was shown to lead to an exponential increase
3in computational efficiency as compared to the previous
ABC implementation3. By repeating the alternating se-
quence of penalty function addition and augmented en-
ergy relaxation, the system is self-activated to fill up the
local energy basin and escape through the lowest saddle
point. By maintaining all the independent penalty func-
tions imposed during the SLME trajectory, frequent re-
crossing of small barriers is eliminated, which is a signifi-
cant advantage of such history-penalized methods3,16,18.
We emphasize that while Fig. 1 depicts the ABC method
in 1D, in actuality for the present work the SLME ap-
proach investigates the entire, 3N -dimensional (3N -D)
PES, where N is the total number of atoms in the sys-
tem.
We note the benefits of using the SLME method as
compared to other PES exploration techniques. For ex-
ample, both the hyperdynamics36 and dimer methods10
rely on penalizing along the softest eigenmode direc-
tion within a given energy basin which is not necessarily
aligned with the true activation eigenmode. More se-
riously, without keeping the penalty functions in those
previously visited PES energy wells, the system gener-
ally spends most of its computational time re-visiting
frequent but nonessential events. For both the metady-
namics18 and bond-boost accelerated MD23, one needs to
specify a small set of order parameters based on chemi-
cal intuition, and then restrict the activation search only
inside this order-parameter subspace. It is also relevant
to discuss this approach in contrast to nudged elastic
band (NEB) techniques that have recently been utilized
to study the deformation mechanisms of nanostructured
metals at experimentally-relevant time scales38. The
NEB approach is particularly well-suited for metal plas-
ticity because it requires a priori knowledge of the fi-
nal configuration in order to find the minimum energy
pathway. In the case of metals, it is well-known that
crystal defects such as twins, dislocations and stacking
faults are the likely plastic deformation mechanisms25.
However, the situation is quite different for amorphous
solids, where the atomic structure of the equivalent basic
deformation mechanism, the STZ, remains unknown5,31.
The SLME approach thus resolves two critical issues
with regards to mapping out the PES of amorphous
solids. First, the SLME method enables, along with very
few other computational techniques22, one to systemat-
ically explore sequential metabasin activation events on
the complete 3N -dimensional (3N -D) PES without a pri-
ori knowledge of final states or order parameters as re-
quired for supercooled liquids and amorphous solids. Sec-
ond, the computational efficiency of the SLME approach
is critical as it enables us to get access to a sufficiently
large configurational space by infrequent free energy ac-
tivation events over very large activaton free energy bar-
riers Q∗(T, γ˙) that are needed to access temperatures T
well below the glass transition temperature and at the
laboratory shear strain rates γ˙, as to be discussed in the
next section. However, the SLME approach is just a
PES exploration technique, and does not explain how we
incorporate temperature and strain rate effects. We ex-
plain how this is done in the following section.
C. Shear-Coupled Self-Learning Metabasin Escape
Algorithm
1. Temperature and strain-rate dependent activation free
energy Q∗(T, γ˙) formalism
To incorporate the effects of strain rate and tempera-
ture, we begin with the following expression for a single-
event shear strain rate, which was derived by Zhu et al. 38
from transition state theory (TST) assuming constant
temperature and strain rate:
γ˙single = nv0
kBT
µΩ
exp
[
−Q(T )− TSc
kBT
]
, (2)
where n is the number of independent nucleation sites,
v0 is the attempt frequency, µ is the shear modulus, Ω is
the activation volume, and Sc is the activation configura-
tional entropy, which has previously been calculated for
crystalline FCC metals for the specific case of dislocation
nucleation29.
It is important to note that the single-event activa-
tion energy Q(T ) in Eq. 2 is explicitly dependent on
the temperature T , obtained naturally from the basin-
filling trajectories 16,19. Following this formalism16,19, we
now describe how to extend the single-event activation
free energy Q(T ) to the temperature and strain-rate de-
pendent many-event Q∗(T, γ˙), where Q∗(T, γ˙) contains
many (hundreds) of such activation events, as illustrated
by the blue box in Fig. 2. Specifically, Q∗(T, γ˙) is
the maximal activation energy with respect to the ini-
tial free-energy basin F (T ), so that Q∗(T, γ˙) truncates
the ergodic Markovian system into an ergodic Marko-
vian subspace and the remainder, the part that is not
accessible at the given strain rate γ˙. As γ˙ decreases,
the ergodic Markovian subspace increases monotonically,
with the important implication that more and more me-
chanical deformation pathways that were not accessible
at high strain rates become accessible assuming that the
PES exploration technique (i.e. the SLME approach) is
able to reach and climb over the corresponding energy
barriers on the PES. Because the SLME approach en-
ables us to efficiently access and calculate the allowed
activated states Q(T, γ˙) ≤ Q∗(T, γ˙) for essentially arbi-
trarily large Q∗(T, γ˙), we are able to compute the yield
stress τ(T, γ˙) and activation volume Ω(T, γ˙) at all rele-
vant temperatures and shear strain rates γ˙ ranging from
MD to experimentally-accessible.
Having established the theoretical basis for extending
Q(T ) to Q∗(T, γ˙), we note that in contrast to the simpler
deformation processes occurring in crystalline materi-
als38, the coupled thermomechanical deformation events
in amorphous solids likely consist of multiple sequential
activation events.
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FIG. 2: Illustration of how the SLME method3 is utilized to find the equilibrium configuration after a given strain increment ∆γ
is applied to the system. Specifically, starting from γn, a shear increment ∆γ is applied to the system. At that point, a standard
conjugate gradient (CG) energy minimization is performed while keeping the strain fixed, giving the state γcgn+1. Starting from
the energy minimized configuration γcgn+1, the SLME method is used to determine the potential energy tree structure as shown,
where the lower end point of each vertical line specifies an independent local minimum energy configuration, and where every
pair of these local minima are connected by a unique saddle point specifying the lowest activation energy barrier between
them. We truncate the tree structure to only enable energy transitions below Q∗, as shown in the blue box. Finally, a classical
monte carlo algorithm is employed to find, amongst the hundreds of local minima in the blue box, the most likely equilibrium
configuration, which is then denoted γn+1. The same procedure is then utilized to find the next equilibrium configuration for
the strain γn+2, though we note that the PES tree structure is different at the new shear strain γn+2, which again is mapped
out using the SLME method.
Therefore, by defining a characteristic temperature-
dependent prefactor γ˙0(T ) =
kBTnv0
µΩ
exp
(
Sc
kB
)
6,12, we
can rewrite Eq. (2) as
γ˙single = γ˙0 exp
[
−Q(T )
kBT
]
. (3)
Finally, by converting from Q(T ) to Q∗(T, γ˙) based on
the above discussion, we can construct the maximal ac-
tivation energy barrier by rearranging Eq. (3) as
Q∗(T, γ˙) = −kBT ln
(
γ˙
γ˙0
)
, (4)
which defines the ergodic Markovian region in the entire
SLME connectivity tree structures at the given strain
rate, for example as shown as the green box in Fig. 4.
Within this ergodic window, all the transitions follow the
Markov chain processes to reach a local equilibrium, so
that the amorphous solid (bLJ) system can relax to the
accessible lowest free energy configurations.
In summary, Eq. (4) plays the essential role of being
a physical link between the SLME trajectories and the
strain rates from MD to experimental values, depending
on only a single unknown temperature-dependent pref-
actor γ˙0(T ). It is important to note that variations in
the defined strain rates γ˙ of Eq. (3) are dominated by
their exponential dependence on the activation energies
Q(T ) within the truncated ergodic SLME energy window
Q∗(T, γ˙), and only slightly correlated to the temperature-
dependent prefactor γ˙0(T ). Therefore, this prefactor can
be either simplified to be a temperature-independent con-
stant, or determined by fitting to the results of high strain
MD simulations. In the present work, we obtain the pref-
actor by fitting to the MD results as discussed in Section
3.1.
52. Algorithmic Details
We now detail how the SLME method is coupled with
shear deformation and classical monte carlo to calculate
the stress and equilibrium atomic positions of the bLJ
solid as a function of strain, strain rate and tempera-
ture, with no change in methodology needed to distin-
guish between elastic and plastic strain increments. Af-
ter obtaining the initial stress-free glassy structures for
a given temperature, we apply the following algorithm
for all loading increments. Specifically, assume that as
shown in Fig. 2, the system exists at shear strain γn. We
then apply a shear strain increment ∆γ=0.1%, followed
by a standard conjugate gradient energy minimization
to find the resulting equilibrium positions of the atoms,
which brings us to the shear strain state γcgn+1 in Fig. 2.
It is important to note that the system size and bound-
aries are held fixed during the energy minimization such
that the shear strain γcgn+1 = γn + ∆γ.
From that point, the SLME approach3,4,16 is utilized to
explore the PES at the strain γcgn+1, as illustrated via the
potential energy connectivity tree structures37 shown in
Fig. 2, while again the system size and boundaries is held
fixed. Importantly, we only allow transitions within the
SLME connectivity tree structures below the maximum
energy barrier Q∗ shown in Eq. (4) as highlighted by the
blue box shown in Fig. 2. The maximum energy barrier
Q∗ is a defined parameter that specifies the maximum
barrier height on the PES that can be overcome, via ther-
mal assistance, for a given strain rate. This is because in
physical terms, choosing a value of Q∗ is equivalent, as
shown in Eq. (4), to specifying the strain rate of the sim-
ulation for a given temperature. In other words, for very
high strain rates as seen in MD simulations, only small
energetic barriers Q∗ can be crossed for each strain incre-
ment due to the small amount of time given to the system
to explore other possible, thermally-assisted configura-
tions. In contrast, at slower strain rates, the system has
more time between successive strain increments such that
it can sufficiently explore many other possible, thermally-
assisted configurations, and thus potentially climb over
larger energy barriers, with the sole restriction that the
thermally assisted barrier crossing must be smaller than
Q∗. It is important to note, however, that we do not
enforce that the maximum barrier height Q∗ is crossed
for each strain increment.
Summarized a different way, the picture of deforma-
tion underlying our work is one that receives contribu-
tions due to both mechanical and thermal work. The
mechanical work dominates the deformation process at
high strain rates, when the time in between strain incre-
ments is not sufficient to enable substantial, thermally-
assisted atomic motion. Thermal work is viewed as mak-
ing a substantial contribution to the deformation pro-
cess at slower strain rates, when sufficient time to en-
able thermally-driven deformation in between successive
strain increments is provided to the system.
As shown in Fig. 2 starting from the specific strain
state γcgn+1, the SLME algorithm typically finds on the
order of a few hundred local mimina for each value of
shear strain, which gives on the order of ten thousand
local minima for the entire shear deformation process,
as well as all of the corresponding lowest energy barri-
ers between every pair of these local minima. In other
words, at a given strain rate, the system can self-explore
the PES via the SLME approach by climbing over all the
allowed energy barriers that are smaller than Q∗, as de-
picted via the blue boxed portion of the PES connectivity
tree structure in Fig. 2. Within this truncated potential
energy subspace, we identify the most likely free energy
basin, namely the basin with the lowest free energy at
this instantaneous (NV T )-ensemble at the given strain
state, via the standard Monte Carlo method. This lowest
free energy basin at strain γn+1 = γ
cg
n+1 = γn + ∆γ, as
shown by the green circle in Fig. 2, is assigned to be the
initial configuration for the next loading increment. Fur-
thermore, the atomic configuration corresponding to the
lowest free energy basin corresponds to the shear strain
state γn+1. The shear stress corresponding to the shear
strain γn+1 is then obtained by calculating the virial
stress based upon the atomistic configuration at γn+1.
At this point, a new shear strain increment of 0.1% is
applied and the SLME process as just described is re-
peated until the yield stress is obtained, where the yield
stress is determined to be the maximum stress that is
reached before the first substantial stress drop signifying
yield is obtained. We note that we also tested smaller
strain increments of 0.01%, which did not impact the
value of the yield stress we report.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Benchmarking SLME Results Against Classical
MD at High Strain Rates
Before discussing the key results of this manuscript, we
first compare the SLME results to those obtained using
high strain rate classical MD. This is done to ensure that
the SLME method is able to reproduce the high strain
rate MD results, which serve as the benchmark solution
for the high strain rate regime. Fig. 3 shows the raw
data output (filled symbols) from the SLME trajectories,
specifically, the shear yield stress τ as a function of the
ergodic activation energy window Q∗ for temperatures
ranging from just above the glass transition temperature
Tg = 0.37
16 to deeply below. There are no error bars in
Fig. 3 as it is based on a single set of calculations starting
from the same initial configuration for each temperature.
It is clear from Fig. 3 that the yield stress in shear for
a given temperature increases with increasing strain rate
(equivalently with a decrease in the accessible activation
energy window Q∗), and decreases with increasing tem-
perature.
Following Johnson and Samwer 12 to assume the elastic
energy density as a function of strain varies sinusoidally
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FIG. 3: Shear yield stress τ as a function of activation en-
ergy Q∗ computed by the SLME method (filled symbols) at
various temperatures T . By fitting to Eq. (5) (solid lines),
AT /(kBT ) is found to be 185.4, 89.5, 57, 39.8, 22.83 and 14.25
for T=0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30, and 0.40, respectively.
on average for amorphous solids, we fit the SLME data
in Figure (3) with solid lines using the formula
Q∗(γ˙, T ) = AT (1− τ/τ0)3/2, (5)
where τ0 is the SLME-computed yield stress at Q
∗ = 0
and AT is a fitting constant. The fixed exponent 3/2
comes from Johnson and Samwer 12 , who observed a uni-
versal (T/Tg)
2/3 scaling law for plastic yielding of 31 dif-
ferent metallic glasses as
τ = τ0 − τ0
[
kBTg
AT
ln
(
γ˙0
γ˙
)]2/3(
T
Tg
)2/3
. (6)
In Eq. (6), there are two unknown temperature-
dependent parameters to be determined based on the
SLME results. First, the effective activation barrier at
the zero stress state, AT can be obtained from fitting
the raw SLME data in Fig. 3 to Eq. (5). Before mov-
ing forward, we discuss the implications of the strong
temperature-dependence for the fitting constant AT in
Fig. 3, and its relationship to Eq. (5). Our SLME re-
sults in Fig. 3 demonstrate that the 3/2 exponential
function in Eq. (5), which has become widely utilized
since the work of Johnson and Samwer 12 , can be used
to fit the yield stress of amorphous solids for strain rates
ranging from exceptionally fast (i.e. MD time scales) to
experimentally-relevant. However, in order to be appli-
cable for the wide range of temperatures from far below
Tg to Tg as in Fig. 3, AT must vary as a function of
temperature. This can be observed by the fact that the
normalized value AT /(kBT ) must change by more than
an order of magnitude from 185.4 at 0.14Tg to 14.25 at
Tg in order to fit the different temperature-dependent
curves in Fig. 3. This also illustrates the error in assum-
ing AT is constant, as has been done in previous works
for amorphous solids6.
The second more subtle parameter to be fit in Eq.
(6) is the temperature-dependent prefactor γ˙0(T ) =
kBTnv0
µΩ
exp
(
Sc
kB
)
, which was first defined above Eq.
(3). This prefactor is difficult to calculate primarily due
to issues in obtaining an exact value for the activation
entropy Sc, but also because the variation of the at-
tempt frequency v0 with temperature is also unknown.
Furthermore, recent work has demonstrated that the at-
tempt frequency v0 can also take on a wide range of val-
ues15,28. Therefore, in the present work, we obtain γ˙0(T )
by directly fitting to MD simulation results at various
temperatures. In doing so, we demonstrate in Fig. 4(a)
that the SLME results for the yield stress do match the
MD simulation results for a range of temperatures for
all accessible MD strain rates. From Fig. 4(b), it is
clear that γ˙0(T ) increases significantly for temperatures
below about T=0.2, while taking values close to 1 for
larger temperatures. This is likely due to the exponen-
tial dependence of the activation entropy exp
(
Sc
kB
)
in
low-temperature activation processes, i.e., a substantial
activation entropy increase is needed for any activation
events to occur at these low temperatures.
We make one other important comment regarding the
fitting of γ˙0(T ). Specifically, while we have obtained it
for the SLME simulations for each temperature from MD
simulations, the only impact of γ˙0(T ) on the SLME re-
sults in Fig. 4, and also to be shown later in Fig. 6
is to shift the position of the SLME curves, while im-
portantly the slope remains unchanged. Therefore, even
though the SLME results are fit to match the MD results
at MD strain rates, we will show later in Fig. 6 because
the slope of the SLME and MD curves differ even at high
strain rates where the differences in the yield stress val-
ues are nearly negligible, the different slopes will cause
noticeable differences between the SLME and MD results
at experimental strain rates, particularly at low temper-
atures.
As a final test of the SLME method to reproduce the
benchmark MD simulation results at high, MD-accessible
strain rates, we show in Fig. 5 a comparison of the
SLME and MD-generated stress-strain curves for two
different temperatures, T = 0.05 and T = 0.2, for the
MD-accessible strain rate of γ˙ = 10−5. As can be seen,
there is more fluctuation in the MD results due to the
dynamic nature of an MD simulation. To smooth out
the fluctuations to enable a clearer comparison between
MD and SLME, we obtained the inherent structures for
the MD simulations by performing energy minimization
on the MD configuration to bring the MD trajectory to
the nearest local minimum, which is shown by the solid
black symbols in Fig. 5. Encouragingly, the SLME re-
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sults agree with MD for both the low temperature case
in Fig. 5(a) where T = 0.05, and the higher temperature
case where T/Tg = 0.54 in Fig. 5(b), in both the yield
stress and strain, as well as the general trajectory of the
system after yielding has occurred.
B. SLME Results of Strain Rate and
Temperature-Dependence of Yield Stress
Although qualitative trends similar to Fig. 4 have been
observed in recent MD simulations of yielding in amor-
phous solids6, there are notable quantitative discrepan-
cies between the MD and SLME results, especially at
low temperature and when high strain rate MD results
are extrapolated to slow strain rates. Explicitly, we fol-
low Eq. (6) and plot the yield stress versus strain rate
curve for various temperatures in Fig. 6(a), which com-
pares the SLME results (filled symbols and solid lines) to
the extrapolation of the MD results (open symbols and
dashed lines) to slower strain rates. What is noticeable
is that, while the SLME and MD results agree fairly well
for all strain rates for temperatures greater than about
T = 0.2, the difference between the SLME and extrapo-
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FIG. 6: Comparison of MD (open symbols and their extrapo-
lated dashed lines) and SLME (solid lines) results for (a) yield
stress τ versus strain rate γ˙, with the experimental strain rate
window shaded; (b) yield stress τ versus normalized temper-
ature T/Tg; (c) activation volume Ω versus strain rate γ˙.
lated MD results at slower strain rates increases as the
temperature decreases.
These discrepancies at low temperatures are mainly
caused by the differing values of AT in Eq. (6), where
the SLME values of AT are significantly larger than
the MD values at low temperatures. For example, at
T = 0.05 = 0.14Tg the SLME AT = 9.27 is nearly two
times larger than the MD AT=4.86. Physically, this
means that while at low temperatures the MD trajec-
tories are dominated by slow dynamics, the SLME tra-
jectories can still explore the entire relevant PES sub-
space truncated by the given strain rate (or effectively
Q∗ of Fig. 2) to identify the most favorable free energy
basins. The ability of reaching more stable free-energy
metabasins using the SLME approach enables the mate-
rials to sustain larger yield stresses. On the other hand,
the MD and SLME predictions for the yield stress are
consistent for the MD-accessible strain rate of γ˙ = 10−3
for all temperatures. Not coincidentally, the value of
AT for SLME is 7.96 while the AT from MD is 7.56 at
T = 0.2, which reflects the good agreement between MD
and SLME as the temperature increases.
To further quantify the difference introduced due to
the discrepancies in AT between MD and SLME at low
temperatures, for T = 0.05 in Fig. 6(a) the yield stress of
1.07 is reached for a laboratory strain rate of γ˙ = 10−15,
where the laboratory strain rate is about 10 orders of
magnitude slower than the typical MD strain rate of γ˙ =
10−5. This yield stress using the MD extrapolation is
predicted to occur at a strain rate of 1.5 × 10−10, or a
five order of magnitude predicted difference in strain rate.
In conjunction with this, we show in Fig. 7 a comparison
of the shear stress-strain curve at T = 0.1 as obtained
using the SLME approach, for both an MD strain rate of
3.2×10−3 and an experimental one of 6.5×10−12. It can
be seen that the major difference at the two strain rates is
the reduction in yield stress with decreasing strain rate,
while the elastic properties, i.e. the slope of the linear
portion of the stress-strain curve, are quite similar.
From Fig. 6(a), and similar to the results to be dis-
cussed in Fig. 6(b), it is clear that for as the tem-
perature increases, the agreement between extrapolated
MD and SLME improves, even down to very slow strain
rates. However, for lower temperatures, or the tempera-
ture range that the mechanical properties of BMGs are
most often tested within, there is a significant discrep-
ancy between the extrapolated MD and SLME results at
the slower, experimentally-relevant strain rates. We can
quantify this by choosing the representative MD strain
rate to be γ˙ = 10−3 and the representative experimen-
tal strain rate to be γ˙ = 10−15. Taking γ˙ = 10−15, we
find that for T = 0.05 = 0.14Tg, the extrapolated yield
stress using MD would be about τ = 0.86, while the yield
stress obtained using SLME is about τ = 1.07, which is
about 26% larger. Similarly, the yield stress obtained
using SLME for T = 0.10 = 0.28Tg is about 17% larger
than the extrapolated MD value.
There are three important points we wish to empha-
9FIG. 7: Shear stress τ versus strain γ at T = 0.1 by SLME
for two different strain rates, the first (γ˙ = 3.2× 10−3) being
comparable to MD, and the second (γ˙ = 6.5 × 10−12) being
experimentally-relevant (i.e. ≈10 orders of magnitude smaller
than MD).
size based on the numerical results shown in Fig. 6. (1)
The SLME results agree with the MD results at MD-
accessible strain rates for all temperatures. (2) At slower
strain rates, SLME gives quite different results than ob-
tained via directly extrapolating the MD results, par-
ticularly for lower temperatures. (3) One needs other
independent means, in particular experimental measure-
ments, to assess the accuracy of the SLME results as
compared to the extrapolated MD results at the slower,
experimentally-relevant strain rates. However, we note
that while the MD and SLME results are obtained from
the same PES, only small barriers are crossed using MD
due to the well-known strain rate limitations. Further-
more, the slow strain rate data obtained using the ex-
trapolation of the MD data is based upon the crossings
of small barriers at higher strain rates, while the SLME
results at slow strain rates are based upon climbing over
much larger energy barriers.
There is another striking result in Fig. 6(b), which
is the increasingly strong sensitivity to temperature ex-
hibited by the yield stress for decreasing (slower) strain
rates. In particular, for the experimentally relevant
strain rate of γ˙ = 10−15, the yield stress decreases nearly
two orders of magnitude from very low temperatures to
when T = Tg is reached. This dramatic decrease in yield
stress occurs because within the SLME framework at very
low strain rates, the atomistic system has sufficient time
to explore many possible exit paths even out of very deep
metabasins3,4.
We note that a similar result to the deformation map
shown in Fig. 6(b) was presented by Homer and Schuh 11
using a mesoscale finite element model for Vitreloy 1,
i.e. a significant decrease in yield strength with increas-
ing temperature at very slow strain rates. The consti-
tutive assumptions in the Homer and Schuh 11 model
that enables this behavior is that STZs can shear both
forward and backward, and that the STZs can inter-
act through their elastic fields. These assumptions com-
bine, at high temperature, to lead to homogeneous glass
flow, with a decrease in strain rate sensitivity with in-
creasing stress. Interestingly, the same behavior is ob-
served in the SLME results in Fig. 6(b) where no such
constitutive assumptions are made, and where the yield
stress was obtained solely through PES exploration. This
suggests that the current SLME model is able to cap-
ture the experimentally-observed31 transition from non-
Newtonian flow to Newtonian-flow at temperatures ap-
proaching Tg and very slow loading rates, which is also
correlated with a transition from low to high strain rate
sensitivity.
In addition to quantifying the differences inherent
to extrapolating MD simulations of the yield stress to
experimentally-relevant strain rates, we also discuss the
differences in the calculation of the activation volume Ω.
The activation volume is important because it directly
reflects the STZ volume as Ω ' 0.1VSTZ1,31. The acti-
vation volume is defined as the derivative of activation
energy with stress, i.e. Ω(γ˙, T ) = −∂Q∗/∂τ . Because
the strain rate γ˙ and the activation energy Q∗ are re-
lated by Eq. 4, the activation volume can be written
as Ω(γ˙, T ) ∝ (∂τ/∂ln γ˙)−1, where ∂τ/∂ln γ˙ is the strain
rate sensitivity.
We therefore plot in Fig. 6(c) the activation volume
Ω that is computed using both MD and SLME for three
representative temperatures below Tg as a function of the
shear strain rate γ˙. As can be seen, there are again larger
differences in the activation volume between the extrap-
olated MD and SLME predictions for the lower temper-
atures. Furthermore, it is clear that for the considered
range of temperatures from T = 0.1 to T = 0.3 and shear
strain rates ranging from γ˙ = 10−3 to 10−20 that the ac-
tivation volume Ω as computed using the SLME method
generally ranges from 4-8 in reduced LJ units. Consider-
ing the density of the bLJ amorphous solid is around 1.2,
this implies that the activation volume Ω ranges from
about 5 to 10 atoms, and that the activation volume in-
creases with decreasing strain rate γ˙. Furthermore, the
strain rate sensitivity decreases with decreasing γ˙, which
can be seen in Fig. 6(a), which implies that the yield
stress is more sensitive to the strain rate for higher strain
rates.
However, for lower temperatures, similar to the ob-
servations in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for the yield stress,
there is a noticeable difference in the activation volume
predicted using the extrapolated MD and SLME results
at an experimentally-relevant strain rate of γ˙ = 10−15.
Specifically, the activation volume for SLME is about
6.3, while the activation volume that is obtained by ex-
trapolating the MD result is about 5.5. This difference
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FIG. 8: Snapshot of the number of atoms whose displacement magnitude is larger than 5% of the maximum displacement
magnitude as calculated using the SLME approach at the activated state (i.e. the highest saddle point that is crossed before
yield) for strain rates of (a) γ˙ = 3.2 × 10−3, and (b) γ˙ = 6.5 × 10−12 and T = 0.1. Image (c) shows the probability density
of displacements, which demonstrates that at slower strain rates, there are more atoms with larger displacements at yield. In
total, 275 atoms are active by this 5% criteria in (a) and 335 atoms are active in (b).
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FIG. 9: Contour plot of the shear yield stress τy as a func-
tion of normalized shear strain rate γ˙/γ˙0 and normalized tem-
perature T/Tg computed by the SLME method. At the ex-
perimental strain rate γ˙/γ˙0 = 10
−15 and room-temperature
T = 0.27Tg (plus symbol), the dashed line shows that the
yield stress is as sensitive to a one order of magnitude decrease
in strain rate as it is to a 1.5%Tg increase in temperature. In
contrast, at a typical MD strain rate of γ˙/γ˙0 = 10
−3 and
room-temperature T = 0.27Tg (star), the dashed line shows
that the yield stress is as sensitive to a one order of magni-
tude decrease in strain rate as it is to a 5.1%Tg increase in
temperature.
corresponds to a difference of 15% in the STZ volume
estimated by extrapolating the results of high strain rate
MD simulations. Again, this result suggests that cau-
tion should be utilized in directly extrapolating MD re-
sults down to laboratory strain rates6, particularly for
the lower temperatures that are the ones of technological
interest.
We compare the atomistic motion at yield at the acti-
vated state (corresponding to the highest saddle point
that is crossed prior to yield) for two different strain
rates, γ˙ = 3.2 × 10−3 and 6.5 × 10−12 in Fig. 8 as ob-
tained using the SLME approach. What is noteworthy in
doing so is that while the number of active atoms is not
substantially larger at the slower strain rate, Fig. 8(c)
demonstrates that those atoms typically have larger dis-
placements at yield at slower strain rates. Furthermore,
Fig. 8 demonstrates that, unlike the visualization of de-
fects in crystalline nanostructures using well-defined met-
rics such as centrosymmetry or common neighbor anal-
ysis to identify dislocations, stacking faults and twins,
it is difficult to identify precisely the yield mechanism in
amorphous solids. This difficulty is likely the main reason
why many researchers prefer to perform two-dimensional
studies of yielding in amorphous solids9,13,20,34,35,39.
The results of Fig. 6 have significant ramifications
for the interpretation of previous results reported in the
literature. In particular, as previously noted, a recent
work by Cheng and Ma 6 used the earlier cooperative
shear model (CSM) of Johnson and Samwer 12 to extrap-
olate MD simulation results of Cu64Zr36 at high strain
rates to predict the yield stress of metallic glasses at
experimentally-relevant strain rates for a range of tem-
peratures up to T/Tg = 300K/787K = 0.38. Our results
11
suggest that this extrapolation of MD results to lower
strain rates via the CSM model may be valid, but only
for temperatures larger than about T/Tg = 0.15/0.37 =
0.41. Thus, if a similar trend holds for Cu64Zr36, the
yield stresses at experimental strain rates for that mate-
rial at the temperature range considered by Cheng and
Ma 6 should in fact be considerably (∼ 20−30%) higher.
However, the most important implication of Fig. 6
is that the SLME simulations and the extrapolation of
high strain rate MD simulations follow distinctly different
energetic paths during the applied shear deformation at
low temperatures and experimental strain rates, which
implies that extrapolation of the governing deformation
mechanisms from MD strain rates to experimental ones
may not be valid. This can be seen by the discrepancy in
the yield stress as well as the activation volume between
the extrapolated MD and SLME for temperatures less
than T = 0.5Tg.
Finally, we plot in Fig. 9 the shear yield stress τy con-
tour as a function of the normalized strain rate γ˙/γ˙0 and
normalized temperature T/Tg, which is directly gener-
ated using the SLME method. Taking as representative
a room temperature-like value of T = 0.27Tg and an
experimental strain rate of γ˙/γ˙0 = 10
−15, we find that
∂τ/∂log10(γ˙/γ˙0) = 0.039 and ∂τ/∂(T/Tg) = 2.6. This
establishes the strain rate equivalent of temperature for
yield stress variations. Namely, the yield stress is found
to be as sensitive to a one order of magnitude decrease
in strain rate as it is to a 1.5%Tg increase in temper-
ature. This is in contrast to at the MD strain rate of
γ˙/γ˙0 = 10
−3 and room temperature T = 0.27Tg, where
the yield stress is found to be as sensitive to a one order
of magnitude decrease in strain rate as it is to a 5.1%Tg
increase in temperature.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have developed a new atomistic
computational approach coupling PES exploration tech-
niques and transition state theory to study the strain
rate and temperature-dependence of the yield stress for a
model bLJ amorphous solid. This novel approach allows
us to study the deformation and failure of amorphous
solids at strain rates ranging from MD to experimental,
and all relevant temperatures under the melting temper-
ature. We have found that the results of classical MD
simulations can safely be extrapolated down to experi-
mental strain rates for temperatures higher than 0.4Tg.
However, significant differences were found in both the
yield stress and the activation volume for lower temper-
atures between the proposed method and extrapolated
MD results, which suggests extrapolation of the govern-
ing deformation mechanisms from MD strain rates may
not be valid at lower temperatures. Finally, we have iden-
tified the strain rate equivalent of temperature on the
yield stress sensitivity at laboratory experimental condi-
tions.
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